Introduction
Diabetes Mellitus is a chronic, life threatening metabolic condition of a cumulative, increasingly destructive nature, manifested in multisystem failures, inflicting suffering, stress, decreased quality of life and eventually disability and death [1] . Diabetes' case prevalence ranges 2-21% in adult populations around the globe, and varies dramatically across cultures, socioeconomic class and gender. Among younger populations Type I diabetes prevalence ranges 0.2-2% depending on the above factors [2] . The existing evidence suggests that the conditions' prevalence will increase by 50-100% in the next 20 years [1] , making it a modern day epidemic, taking its toll on individuals, their families, support systems and of course a huge burden on health systems, employment organizations and other systems.
The condition, once diagnosed, requires adherence to a strict, restrictive life style (e.g.: diet, exercise, etc.), and a painful monitoring and treatment regimen (e.g.: frequent blood tests, insulin injections, etc.). Given this reality, the literature has long examined the emotional and social implications of living with diabetes [3, 4] . The evidence gathered across more than 40 years
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Despite the above evidence there is very little research exploring the role of emotional regulation, and emotional abilities in living with diabetes. Most of the existing research focuses on physiological paths associating emotional response patterns and physiological processes related to onset and exacerbation of the condition [6] . However, the possibility that managing one's and others' emotions in an effective manner can be pivotal in managing such a complex condition has not been properly addressed, until recently.
A relatively new concept emerging from research in the fields of organizational psychology, education and health science may prove to be relevant to our understanding of some of the mechanisms underlying the emotion-care effectiveness association [7] . Emotional Intelligence (EI) is a concept describing human potentials allowing individuals to identify emotions, integrate emotions in reasoning processes, perceive emotionally complex situations and experiences and as a result -effectively regulate emotional responses [8] . Preliminary evidence suggests EI positively associates with various indicators of health, functional status and general wellbeing [9, 10] . The evidence however remains sporadic and lacking in an organizing framework, especially when it comes to chronic health conditions. Given the preliminary evidence mentioned above, and the need to identify key factors underlying emotional processes in diabetic management, can the concept of EI account for variance in diabetes care outcomes and if so what insights can we draw from the current state of the research? The fragmental evidence in existence may support such a possibility [11] .
To gain preliminary understanding of this new direction in our understanding of diabetic management the recent literature
Methodology
The literature was searched using PubMed and Google Scholar search-engines, using the keywords 'emotional intelligence' 'diabetes mellitus', 'type 1/ type 2 diabetes' and 'diabetic management' ('diabetes management' was not included since the term represents organizational and care related aspects that are less relevant here, as this paper focuses the individual level of care). The search was limited to the years 2000-2016, to stay aligned with the chronological timeline of the development of the empirical literature around EI. Non-empirical results were omitted, as did double results or opinion papers.
The purpose of the search was not to provide an in-depth and exhaustive review of the literature but rather to identify the key publications examining the above association and its nature. After omitting irrelevant content, non-empirical papers and doubles, only 8 studies were identified for the purpose of this brief paper.
An integrative critical reading of the sources is briefly summarized next, as the basis for a few insights and trends that may offer an added value for researchers interested in the emotional factors associated with the effective management of diabetes.
A Brief Summary of Emerging Trends Preliminary evidence to the association of EI and glycemic management
Unpublished research offers indications [12] , suggesting that positive associations may exist between self-report measures of EI and various outcome measures among diabetic patients (both self-report an objective such as blood sugar levels and HA1c). This is the earliest evidence regarding this possibility. For a long period this single study remained the only one in its field.
Causal associations between EI and glycemic management outcomes
Two studies conducted almost 9 years after the above data was first presented, tried to take the study of this association further by utilizing interventions to raise EI-related skills among intervention groups of type 2 diabetic patients, showing significant changes in both subjective measures and physiological measures of effective diabetic management. Physical indicators included both blood sugar levels as well as HA1c, an indicator of long term glycemic management. Though the study design was such that supported the hypothesis that EI does play a role in how effectively patients cope with the tasks of monitoring and caring for their condition, the sample sizes were small and the results could hardly be generalized [13, 14] . These studies also failed to control for background variables that may intervene with the association.
Clarifying the association in context
As an answer to the issues raised above, recent studies examined the EI-diabetic outcomes association from a more sophisticated point of view: Acknowledging EI is not the only factor associated with emotional aspects of care and coping, thus examining EI alongside additional factors such as social support, personality traits associated with effective coping, cognitive abilities (associated with more effective problem solving skills) and so on. The studies' results showed a consistent pattern in which patients with higher EI managed their condition more effectively even after controlling for potential intervening factors (such as the ones mentioned above) [15] [16] [17] . As in the studies above, measures used included both blood sugar levels and HA1c as an indicator of long term balance. Larger samples sizes, in varying contexts (i.e.: inpatient clinics, hospitalization wards and home care settings included) add to the generalizability of the findings.
The association in a broader context ?
New, sporadic evidence also suggests that beyond the individual level, an environment characterized by higher levels of EI may have a buffer effect on the individuals coping with the challenges of their condition. Thus one recent study found that parents' EI levels positively associated with their diabetic children's care outcomes [16] . Another preliminary result suggests that the levels of EI among a small sample of adult diabetics' spouses associated favorably with their care outcomes, even after controlling for background variables and the patients' own levels of EI partly reported in [17] . In a recent review of the literature on the support of families of children with type 2 diabetes, though not always directly related to the concept of EI, evidence quoted supported associations between family caregivers' emotional abilities and coping skills and their children's diabetic management outcome indicators [18] .
A Brief Discussion and Directions for Future Research
The research in this line of investigation is still in its infancy. The little evidence that has accumulated so far seems to support the possibility of a positive association between EI levels in individuals and their significant others and better glycemic control in both type 1 and type 2 DM patients. Sporadic evidence also suggests the association between the two is directional, maybe even causal. What may underlie this association though? How is EI linked with glycemic outcomes?
Evidence from adjacent fields e.g.: EI and eating disorders, see [19] suggests the association is not a direct one, but rather a mediated system in which EI provides the potential and personal resources that allow more efficient coping and handling of the challenges presented by the diagnosis. What are the mediating factors? The literature identifies a few strong 'candidates' that seem relevant within the context of diabetes monitoring and care, chief among them are: Perceived control, self-efficacy, stress regulation and management, and conflict management and resolution [18, 19] . All these have been explored in psychological research and identified as underlying mechanisms accounting for a broad range of performance and behavior change. The little evidence in existence in this specific context suggests they may underlie effective glycemic control as well.
Future research may focus on such potential mediation models to identify the main mechanisms EI enables and empowers that guide health promoting behaviors in this specific context. Should future research support the mediation model, we may gain new insight into additional paths for early identification and possible interventions with patients who may be at high risk of poor glycemic control, beyond education and instruction. Emotions are primary responses anchored at the most rudimentary levels of our physiology, perception and reactions to our world. Better understanding of these dynamics may provide a powerful tool for improving diabetic patients' quality of life and care.
